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R$ SHI]III{G MO!4EI{IS
The 6rh Annual Construction Week India Awards was a celebration of the industry's best performances

in infrastruciure and real estate.

1$ llEllJS
Construction contractors of government projects

under dtspute are set to get a Rs 40,000 crore boost

$il GREEI{ BUITDI]IGS
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The construction industry is not content wlth exlstlng

green materials. They are doing their own research for

better ones.

BRIOGES E ITYOI,ERS

Bridges & flyovers have become impressive marvels

with technology advancements and man gets

creatrve and comPetlt ve.

l,|EP

Jumbo Engineering general manager Masood Raza

explains how the IVEP contractor is malntaininq a path

of steady growth.
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GLASS WALL SYSTEMS
Complete Solution For^Facade Wonks:i
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COVER STORY
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Jayashree Mendes, editor, Construction Week, S Saikumar and Ashish Puravankara, MD, Puravankara Proiects, gave away the

Readers' Choice Award to Hindware for their lnnovations and Use of Technology in bathrooms.
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Pradeep Nagawekar, chairman,
Builders Association of India, and
Rohan Suryavanshi, head, strategy
and planning, Dilip Buildcon, give

away the winner's trophy to GVK.

RU}|IIER UP. RUSTOIJIJEE GROIJP - >

|(EYSTOIIE RERLTORS
Rustomjee Group took home the runners up award
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CORPORHIIOlt
The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation

team accepts the Metro Ratl

Project ofthe Year award from
Vivek Yadav vice-President, EWA

business unit, Havells lndia Ltd

RUIIIIER UP. LUI|(I{[)W MTTRO RflIt )

CORPORRTIO]I
Vivek Yadav qives away the plaque to LMRC.
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GVK bags another award; SP ReddY and

CG Deochake, general secretary, BAl, do

the honours.
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RU]I]{ER UP. OILIP BUILDCO]{, 
>

l|YOIRRBRD.NIilOI RORD
Dilip & Rohan Suryavanshi collect the runners up plaque
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TOtiIl|
City Corporation emerged
victorious in the Smart Proiect
category

RU]II|ER UP. J1'4C PROJECTS .
RMZ ECOIi,ORI.[

Vivek Yadav and Sanjeev Sharma of Havells
India, and Architect Sumessh Menon, design

director, Sumessh Menon Associal;B 
B[?::i,

'( tlJll{l{tR - 0tUP

BUttDC0l|
Jayashree Mendes and
Ashish Puravankara bestow
the top honours on Dilip
Buildcon.

RUI{]{ER UP - ]{Ttltl I]{DIR COI|STRUCTIOI|S
New lndia Constructions emerqed second.
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builder, says, "Building structures Iike bridges & flyovers

call for speed of work and consistency. lt is important that
contractors invest in equipment and also test material that
can go into construction.

In terms of new equipment, Full Span Launching Truss

can be used for launching large spans in one go, while

multi-axle trailers can be used for transporting heavy and

long segments from the casting yard to the site location.

Heavy crawlers are being replaced by launching portal

gantry to make good use of the working space available,

and lifting strand jacks are used to avoid deploying ground

based cranes which occupy a lot of space.

Recently, Bhopal-based Dilip Buildcon won a contract

worth Rs 546 crore from MoRTH (Ministry of Road Transport

and Highways) to build a 640-metre long, eight-lane, cable

stayed bridge, across the Zuari river in Goa. The company has

partnered with Ukrainian firm Mostobudivelnyi Zahin (MBZ)

for its technical expertise to construct the cable bridge. MBZ

has vast experience in construction of cable suspension

bridges, will be the technology partner to the project. Rohan

Suryavanshi, head, strategy & planning, said that there are

around 4-5 cable suspension bridges built on a large scale

in lndia, and this would be the second-largest cable bridge

length-wise in the country, after Vidyasagar Setu in Kolkata,

'With this contract, we are now present in l2 states."

Considering the numerous developments and giving impor-

tance to durability aspects, today it is possible to achieve target

design life of '1 00 years for concrete bridges. With increase in

span length of the bridges, more numberof continuous bridges

(three of four span units) is being built, which has led to the de-
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SUSPENSION BRIDGES FCR THE GCA
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ROHAN SURYAVANSHI

velopment of high capacity bridge bearings, POT bearing, POT-

PTFE bearing sand spherical bearings. Also, modular expan-

sion joints have replaced the widely used strip seal expansion

joints in many bridges.

There is yet another point to note, A large number of
highway bridges and flyovers are showing sign of distress
all over the globe. Distress diagnosis is an important step

to implement proper repair scheme to achieve the de-

signed life of the bridge. In view of the large number of dis-
tressed bridges, monitoring the health of important bridges

through instrumentation during the construction stage will

help in early detection of flaws and suggesting suitable
strenqtheninq scheme, w




